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Abstract—Among the “store-carry-forward” kind of protocols,
the two-hop relay and its variants have become a class of attrac-
tive routing protocols for the mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs)
due to its efficiency and simplicity. This paper focuses on the
performance modeling for two-hop relay with erasure coding,
a promising technique for improving the delay performance of
conventional two-hop relay with simple replication. A general
Markov chain-based theoretical framework is first developed
to model the complicated message delivery process in such a
network, based on which not only the mean value but also the
variance of message delivery delay are derived analytically. The
important medium contention, interference and traffic contention
issues are carefully incorporated into our analysis, so the new
theoretical framework can be used to precisely predicate the
message delivery delay performance of two-hop relay with
erasure coding, as verified by extensive simulation results.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Among the “store-carry-forward” kind of protocols, the two-
hop relay has become a class of attracting routing protocolsfor
the mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) due to its efficiency
and simplicity [1]. In the two-hop relay routing, the source
transmits packets to the mobiles (relays) it encounters; relays
transmit the packets only if they come in contact with the
destination. Thus, each packet travels at most two hops to
reach its destination. Multiple variants of the basic two-hop
relay [1] has been proposed to support applications of different
requirements, like the two-hop relay with multiple copies [2],
the two-hop relay with in-order reception [3], and the group-
based two-hop relay [4].

Recently, the erasure coding technique has been incorpo-
rated into two-hop relay to improve its delay performance
[5]. A simple theoretical model was further developed by
Hanbali et al. in [6] for performance analysis of two-hop
relay with erasure coding. It is notable, however, that the
model considered only a very simple scenario, where the
network has only one source-destination pair, and the source
node has only one single packet to deliver to the destination.
Thus, this model is not general enough for performance
of general MANET scenarios, where multiple traffic flows
(source-destination pairs) may co-exist and a relay node may
simultaneously carry packets belonging to multiple flows.
Also, the important interference, medium contention and traffic
contention issues have not been carefully addressed in above
model, so it cannot be adopted for an accurate packet delay

analysis.
In this paper, we develop a general and accurate theoretical

framework for the performance modeling of two-hop relay
with erasure coding. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows.

• In the Section III, we develop a general discrete time
Markov chain-based theoretical framework to model the
complicated message delivery process of the two-hop
relay with erasure coding.

• With the help of the theoretical framework, in the Sec-
tion IV we analytically derive both the mean value and the
variance of the packet delivery delay, where the important
medium contention, interference and traffic contention
issues are carefully incorporated into the analysis.

• Extensive simulation results are provided in the Section V
to validate the new theoretical framework, which indicate
that the new models can efficiently capture the behaviors
of the mean value and the variance of the packet delivery
delay in a MANET with two-hop relay and erasure
coding.

II. SYSTEM MODELS AND TRANSMISSIONSCHEDULING

A. System Models

We consider a time slotted system and assume that the
network consists ofn mobile nodes inside a unit square, which
is evenly divided intom × m cells. The bi-dimensional i.i.d.
mobility model [3] is adopted here. At the beginning of each
time slot, each node independently and uniformly selects a
cell among allm2 cells and stays in it for the whole time slot
[7].

We adopt the protocol model [8] as the interference model
with ∆ as the guarding factor. We further assume a permuta-
tion traffic pattern [4], where each node has a locally generated
message to deliver to its destination, and also need to receive
a message from some other node. Thus, there are in totaln
distinct flows.

In this paper, we focus on the two-hop relay protocol with
erasure coding [5], [6], [9], [10]. Under such a protocol with
replication factorτ , a message of sizeM at some source node
is first split intoω blocks (each block of sizeM/ω), and then
erasure coded intoω · τ equal sized frames (or code blocks).
Each frame is also of sizeM/ω, and any(1+ǫ) ·ω frames can



Fig. 1. An example of a concurrent-set of cells withα = 4. The cells are
divided into 16 different concurrent-sets and the shaded cells all belong to
the same concurrent-set, i.e., the concurrent-set 1. The distribution of all the
remaining nodes in the unit square is not shown for simplicity.

be used to reconstruct the message, hereǫ is a small constant
and it varies with the erasure coding algorithm adopted [5].
After erasure coding the message intoω ·τ frames, each source
node starts to deliver these frames according to the two-hop
relay protocol [3]. To simplify the analysis, we ignore constant
ǫ here and thus the message can be successfully recovered
at its destination with no less thanω frames collected. We
further assume that the number of bits that can be successfully
transmitted during one time slot is the same as the size of one
frame, i.e.,M/ω.

B. Transmission Scheduling

We consider a local transmission scenario where a node
can only transmit to other nodes inside the same cell or the
eight surrounding adjacent cells (two cells are called adjacent
if they share a common point). Thus, the maximum distance
between a transmitting node (transmitter) and a receiving node
(receiver) is

√
8/m, so we set the communication range as

r =
√

8/m. Similar to the “equivalence class” in the [11], we
define here the “concurrent-set”.

Concurrent-set: As illustrated by the shaded cells in Fig. 1,
a concurrent-set is a subset of cells in which any two cells have
a vertical and horizontal distance of some multiple ofα cells,
and all the cells there can transmit simultaneously without
interfering each other.

As shown in the Fig. 1, suppose that during some time slot,
the nodeV is scheduled to receive a frame from the nodeS.
It’s easy to see that except the nodeS, another transmitting
node (say nodeK) in the same concurrent-set is at least(α−
2)/m away fromV . According to the protocol model [8], the
condition thatK will not interfere with the reception atV is
that, (α− 2)/m ≥ (1+∆) · r. In light of thatr =

√
8/m and

the α is an integer andα ≤ m, the α can be determined by

α = min
{

⌈(1 + ∆)
√

8⌉ + 2,m
}

(1)

where⌈x⌉ returns the smallest integer not less thanx.
The concurrent-sets are assumed to become active alter-

natively, and thus each cell will become active (i.e., get
transmission opportunity) in everyα2 time slots. If there are
more than one nodes inside an active cell, a transmitting node
is selected randomly from them.

Fig. 2. The transition diagram of the state(j, k), where1 ≤ j < ω · τ ,
0 ≤ k < ω. The transition back to itself is not shown for simplicity.

Every time a node is selected as the transmitting node, it
conducts the Source-to-Destination transmission for its own
traffic if its destination node is inside the one-hop neighbor,
otherwise, it randomly conducts the Source-to-Relay trans-
mission or the Relay-to-Destination transmission with equal
probability [3]. A source node delivers each frame to at most
one relay node, and a relay node can carry at most one frame
of a particular message.

III. A M ARKOV CHAIN -BASED THEORETICAL

FRAMEWORK

A. Markov Chain Framework

Without loss of generality, we focus on a specific flow.
The source node has in totalω · τ frames to deliver, and its
destination can decode the original message as long as no
less thanω frames have been received. Thus, we can denote
by state(j, k) a general transient state among the delivery
process, where the source is delivering thejth frame and its
destination has receivedk distinct frames.

As indicated in the Fig. 2, for each transient state(j, k), it
may transit into different neighboring states in the next time
slot. The transitions among neighboring states depend on the
transmission cases in the current time slot, which are defined
as follows:

• (SR case) Source-to-Relay transmission only, i.e., the
source successfully delivers thejth frame to a new relay
while none of the relays deliver a frame to the destination;

• (RD case) Relay-to-Destination transmission only, i.e.,
some relay node successfully delivers a frame to the
destination while the source fails to deliver out thejth

frame;
• (SR+RD case) both Source-to-Relay and Relay-to-

Destination transmissions, i.e., these two transmissions
happen simultaneously;

• (SD case) Source-to-Destination transmission, i.e., the
source successfully delivers out a frame to the destination.

Based on the transition diagrams of each state(j, k), the
message delivery process can be modeled as a discrete-time
finite-state absorbing Markov chain. We illustrate the transition
diagram of the corresponding absorbing Markov chain in the
Fig.3, where state(∗, k) denotes the state that the source has
delivered out all theω · τ frames while the destination has
only receivedk of them, the(a, t) denotes the state that the
Markov chain gets absorbed by state(ω + t − 1, ω − 1), t ∈
[1, ω · τ − ω + 1], and(a, ω · τ − ω + 2) denotes the state that
the Markov chain gets absorbed by state(∗, ω − 1) (herea
denotes absorbing).



(a) Transition diagram of states, where0 ≤ k ≤ ω − 2

(b) Transition diagram of states, wherek = ω − 1

Fig. 3. Transition diagram of the Markov chain for the messagedelivery
process. For each transient state, the transition back to itself is not shown for
simplicity.

B. Related Basic Results

As indicated in the Fig.3, there areω rows of transient states,
with Lk transient states in thekth row, 0 ≤ k ≤ ω− 1, where

Lk = ω · τ − k + 1 (2)

Thus, the Markov chain has in totalβ transient states where

β =
ω

2
(2ω · τ − ω + 3) (3)

For the tth transient state in thekth row, k ∈ [0, ω − 1],
we denote byur anduo the number of relays carrying frames
and the number of relays without frames, respectively, then
we can easily see that

ur = t − 1 (4)

uo = n − t − 1 (5)

We include here some basic probability results related to
the Markov model in Fig.3, which will help us to derive
the transition probabilities among neighboring transientstates.
Notice that the important medium contention, interferenceand
traffic contention issues are carefully incorporated into the
derivations of the following transition probabilities.

Lemma 1: For a time slot and one given source node, we
usep1 andp2 to denote the probability that the source conducts
a Source-to-Destination transmission and the probabilitythat
the source conducts a Source-to-Relay or Relay-to-Destination
transmission, respectively. Then we have

p1 =
1

α2

(

9n − m2

n(n − 1)
−

(

1 − 1

m2

)n−1
8n + 1 − m2

n(n − 1)

)

(6)

p2 =
1

α2

(

m2 − 9

n − 1

(

1−
(

1− 1

m2

)n−1)

−
(

1− 9

m2

)n−1)

(7)
Lemma 2: For a time slot and one given source node, given

that there aret1 relay nodes carrying frames from the source
and t2 relay nodes without frames, we usePr(t1), Pd(t2)
and Ps(t1, t2) to denote the probability that the destination
node will receive a frame, the probability that the source will

successfully deliver out a frame and the probability of simulta-
neous Source-to-Relay and Relay-to-Destination transmissions
in the next time slot, respectively. Then we have

Pr(t1) = p1 +
t1

2(n − 2)
p2 (8)

Pd(t2) =
t2

2(n − 2)
p2 (9)

Ps(t1, t2) =
t1t2(m

2 − α2)

4m2α4

n−5
∑

k=0

(

n − 5

k

)

h(k)

·
{ n−4−k

∑

t=0

(

n − 4 − k

t

)

h(t)
(

1 − 18

m2

)n−4−k−t
}

(10)

where

h(x) =
9
(

9
m2

)x+1 − 8
(

8
m2

)x+1

(x + 1)(x + 2)
(11)

The derivations of the (6), (7), (8), (9) and (10) are omitted
here due to the space limit. Please refer to [12] for details.

IV. EXPECTEDVALUE AND VARIANCE OF MESSAGE

DELIVERY DELAY

For a specific source-destination pair, the message delivery
delay is defined as the time elapsed from the time slot when
the source node starts to deliver the first frame, to the time
slot when the destination node is able to recover the original
message (i.e., when no less thanω frames are collected at
the destination). We denote this variable byT (τ, ω), and
denote byE{T (τ, ω)} and V ar{T (τ, ω)} its expected value
and variance, respectively.

A. Derivations of E{T (τ, ω)} and V ar{T (τ, ω)}
We denote byN the fundamental matrix of the Markov

chain in the Fig. 3, and further divide the matrixN into ω-by-ω
blocks with blocks in thekth (1 ≤ k ≤ ω) row corresponding
to transient states in the(k − 1)th row of the Markov chain.
Based on this block partition, theij-entryNtk(i, j) of the tk-
block Ntk can be regarded as the expected number of times
in the jth transient state of the(k − 1)th row given that the
chain starts from theith transient state of the(t − 1)th row.
Thus, theE{T (τ, ω)} can be determined as

E{T (τ, ω)} =

ω
∑

k=1

Lk−1
∑

j=1

N1k(1, j) (12)

As there areω rows of transient states in the Markov chain,
we index these transient states sequentially as1, 2, . . ., β, first
from left to right then from top to down. Let random variable
bi denote the time the chain takes to become absorbed given
that the chain starts from theith transient state (1 ≤ i ≤
β). Let b(j) = (E{b1

j}, E{b2
j}, . . . , E{bβ

j})T , whereE{bi
j}

denotes thejth raw moment for random variablebi, 1 ≤ i ≤ β,
and letc be theβ×1 column vector with all of whose entries
are 1, then we have



b(1) = N · c (13)

and
b(2) = N(I + 2Q · N)c (14)

where theQ is the β-by-β matrix defined for transition
probabilities among transient states in the canonical form
of the transition matrix [13]. (Please refer to [12] for the
derivations of (13) and (14)).

Based on (13) and (14), theV ar{T (τ, ω)} can then be
determined as

V ar{T (τ, ω)} = E{b1
2} − (E{b1})2 (15)

From the (12), (13), (14) and (15), we can see that in order
to derive theE{T (τ, ω)} andV ar{T (τ, ω)}, we need to derive
the matricesQ andN.

B. Derivation of the Matrix Q and N

Similar to the block partitions of matrixN, theQ is defined
as

Q =



























Q0 Q
′

0

Q1 Q
′

1

. . .
. . .

Qk Q
′

k

. . .
.. .

Qω−2 Q
′

ω−2

Qω−1



























(16)

where the clockQk defines the probabilities for transitions
among thekth row of the Markov chain, theQ

′

k defines the
probabilities for transitions from thekth row to the(k + 1)th

row, and all the other blocks are zero matrices and omitted
here for simplicity.

Definitions of the Qk: The blockQk is of sizeLk × Lk,
with the non-zeroij-entry Qk(i, j) of the Qk defined as
follows.

Qk(i, i + 1) = Pd(uo) − Ps(ur, uo) if 1 ≤ i < Lk (17)

Qk(i, i) =











1 − Pd(uo) − Pr(ur) + Ps(ur, uo)

if 1 ≤ i < Lk

1 − Pr(ur) if i = Lk

(18)

Definitions of the Q
′

k: The blockQ
′

k is of sizeLk×Lk+1,
with the non-zeroij-entry Q

′

k(i, j) of the Q
′

k defined as
follows.

Q
′

k(i, i) = p1 + Ps(ur, uo) if 1 ≤ i < Lk (19)

Q
′

k(i, i − 1) =











Pr(ur) − p1 − Ps(ur, uo)

if 2 ≤ i < Lk

Pr(ur) if i = Lk

(20)
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Fig. 4. Comparisons between the simulation results and theoretical ones.

Since N = (I − Q)
−1, we can determineN based on

the matrix Q. Please refer to [12] for the derivation of
N = (I − Q)

−1.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Simulation Settings

A simulator in C++ was developed to simulate the message
delivery process of the two-hop relay with erasure-coding,
which is now available at [14]. Similar to the settings adopted
in [15], the guard factor here is fixed as∆ = 1, and hence
the concurrent-set is defined withα = min{8,m}.

The simulated expected delivery delay (SE) was calculated
as the average value of102 batches of simulation results,
where each batch consists of104 random and independent
simulations. The simulated standard deviation (SSD) is the
sample standard deviation, which is calculated asSSD =
√

1
W−1

∑W

i=1(xi − SE)2 where W = 106, and xi is the
observed delivery delay in theith simulation.

B. Simulation and Theoretical Results

To verify the Markov chain-based theoretical framework,
extensive simulations have been conducted. We have examined
two different network scenarios, i.e.,m = 8, n = 50, ω = 6
andm = 16, n = 100, ω = 8. The comparisons between the
simulation and theoretical results are summarized in Fig. 4,
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Fig. 5. Message delivery delay vs. number of nodesn.

where theδ denotes the normalized standard deviation,δ =√
V ar{T (τ,ω)}

E{T (τ,ω)} .
The Fig. 4 shows clearly that the simulation results match

nicely with the theoretical ones for both theE{T (τ, ω)}
and theδ, so our framework can be used to efficiently and
accurately model the complicated message delivery process
of two-hop relay with erasure-coding. A further careful ob-
servation of the Fig. 4a and 4b indicates that the delay
performance (E{T (τ, ω)}, δ) cannot be improved anymore as
the τ increases beyond a threshold value. For example, when
m = 16, n = 100, ω = 8, the E{T (τ, ω)} (resp. theδ) first
decreases from 12136 (resp. 0.35) down to 5959 (resp. 0.232)
as theτ increases from 1 up to 5, then remains 5953 (resp.
0.23) as theτ further increases from 6 to 12. Regarding the
case thatm = 8, n = 50, ω = 6, theE{T (τ, ω)} (resp. theδ)
remains 2897 (resp. 0.331) as theτ increases from4 to 12.
Thus, we can see that for a given network scenario ofm, n
and ω, there exists a corresponding threshold forτ , beyond
which a further increase ofτ will not introduce additional
performance improvement for bothT (τ, ω) andδ.

Based on the above framework, we further proceed to
explore in Fig. 5 how the message delivery delay varies with
the number of nodesn for the scenarios ofm = {16, 24}. We
can see from the Fig. 5a that there exists an optimum value
of n which minimizes theE{T (τ, ω)}. For example, when
m = 16 (resp.m = 24), the minimumE{T (τ, ω)} of 5717

(resp. 8395) is achieved atn = 40 (resp.n = 90). Similarly,
the Fig. 5b shows that for the casesm = 16 andm = 24, the
minimum δ of 0.205 and0.192 are achieved atn = 110 and
n = 150, respectively. The Fig. 5a also indicates that then and
thus the average node densityn/m2 can significantly affect
the E{T (τ, ω)}. For example, whenm = 16, theE{T (τ, ω)}
of the n = 250 is 12013, which is nearly 1.74 times as that
of the n = 100 (6914 there).

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper provided the performance modeling for the two-
hop relay protocol with erasure coding. In order to model
the complicated message delivery process in the MANETs, a
discrete time Markov chain-based theoretical framework was
developed, based on which not only the mean value but also
the variance of the message delivery delay were analytically
derived. As verified through extensive simulation results,the
new model is very efficient for the message delivery delay
analysis of two-hop relay protocol with erasure coding. Our
results in this paper indicate that for a given network, a
threshold for the replication factor can be determined, beyond
which further performance improvement for bothT (τ, ω) and
δ cannot be achieved.
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